Newsletter
All the news from Filkins
& Broughton Poggs
OFFICIAL BREXIT-FREE ZONE
Hello everyone and a happy April. And my,
doesn’t F&BP look grand?

Coming Events
3 April

Launch of new bus route: 9.40am
at the bus stop

4 April Parish Council Surgery (7pm)
4 April

Coffee Morning (VH)

I make no apologies if I sound like a broken record here but the splendour of our environment
never ceases to instil awe, quietude and a distinct smugness that is particularly pronounced
this time of year. You can take the boy out of
London (or indeed, the Frozen North) but you
cannot take provenance out of the boy. Whether it is the simple beauty of the blossom in the village trees and the daffs waving in the verges, or
the wider expanses and vistas accessible in seconds by bike and minutes by foot, this place really does inspire and provide a welcome relief from
a ‘real world’ that appears ever more surreal
with every passing day.

14 April Erratum: not Open Gardens

For those who don’t know, I’m not really an editor (yes, hard to believe but there you go) and
by day I am a simple Politics teacher and one of
the effects of the last couple of years has been
the constant reinforcement of just how simple I
am. It is generally assumed, by my kids as by
those in the real world, that I should have some
sort of idea what is going on, what with Brexit,
Trump and all the shenanigans and goings on
(sorry, bit of a fib at the top but, as the scorpion
said, you can’t fight nature.) And the sad fact is
that not only have I very little clue as to what is
really going on, I am genuinely starting to loose
interest in the whole shooting match and that
cannot be a good thing. In, out or sideways, we
need to make sure that we are invested in this
exercise, democratically and intellectually, as
like it or lump it, this is going to shape the remainder of our lives (thanks, Honda) and determine
those of our children. So we cannot afford to just
let it go or otherwise wait for the grownups to fix
it.

23 June F&BP NGS Open Gardens

17 April Women’s Institute
23 April Swimming Pool AGM (VH) 7.30pm
26 April Filkins Theatre Play Reading
3 May

Coffee Morning (VH)

5 May Swinford Museum Grand Opening
8 May Launch of Community Led Plan
VH 7.30pm
21 May Parish Council APM VH (7.30pm)

Contact the editor:
stfilica@mail.com
more an argument about where to go for a drink
after the ship sinks. Again, sorry but it is my nature (and yours and the kids , and all of that matters a whole lot more than anything Rees Mogg
or Boles has to say.)
One last thing on nature (sort of) and that is to
draw attention to the error in the calendar: F&BP
open gardens is not until June, not April as previously advertised, so gardeners can breathe a
sigh of relief.

There’s so much in this month’s edition that a lot
has been carried over into next month, including
the interview with the pub and an amusing article (I am assured, but then again I wonder about
nature … ) from Al on his recent Japanese wanBut then there is the garden, and the country- derings. Thanks to St Filica and Mandy for a great
side, and the skyscapes and they will remain. Or Quiz & Curry and see you all in May!
change—in a way that will make Brexit look less
like the shuffling of deck chairs on the Titanic and Best, Paul
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Notes of Parish Council Meeting (21st March) ty Led Plan group is the place to air them and
come up with concrete proposals to do
B4477, Speed and signage
something about them. The launch and quest
The Parish Council were delighted to see two for volunteers takes place on 8th May at
new residents at the March 21st meeting who 7.30pm at the village hall with a glass of wine
were keen to talk about the speed and noise to set the mood.
from the traffic on the B4477. It was felt that
the speed signs were too near the village and Parish Council Surgery
particularly Hazells Lane so vehicles didn’t
The next PC surgery takes place on 4th April in
start slowing down until the crossroads. Coun- the village hall at 7.30pm where you can discillor Ford said that highways designated
cuss any individual problems or make suggeswhere the flashing slow down sign is sited fol- tions to PC Chair Jeremy Irwin-Singer and to
lowing evidence collected last year. The PC is Councillor Ford.
very sympathetic to this problem and suggested the residents join the traffic group and if it Local planning developments
came up with any practical solutions, the PC
The PC is pleased to report that for the first
would back those.
time that we know of, an agent acting for a
Later in the meeting, the PC discussed new
client asked the PC for their comments before
signage for the village including Slow Down or putting in a planning application: that for
Drive Carefully signs at a cost of £170 each
Pear Tree Farm where some of the outbuildand it was agreed that if these were adoptings are to be converted into a domestic
ed, one would be sited further up the B4477
dwelling. The PC was concerned about the
well before the Filkins stone signs in the hope
narrow access should future buildings also
that would encourage lower speeds. With 102 be transformed.
Brize families moving back into the refurbished
Villagers had expressed anxiety about any
accommodation in Carterton shortly, traffic
infilling development in the village, particularshould decrease slightly on the B4477. Re
signs, one of the signs would be at the begin- ly in Clarks Field and the far allotments. The PC
felt it was not in a position to have a settled
ning of Rouses Lane indicating this lead to
policy on what should or should not be develSaxons Close and then was a dead-end.
oped and suggested this could be one of the
New Bus from Filkins to Witney
major concerns for the Community Led Plan,
the launch of which takes place on 8th May
Councillors Jeremy Irwin-Singer and Kym Ford at 7.30pm at the village hall. However, the PC
had attended a quarterly meeting organised encourages anyone with a development proby West Oxfordshire council to update and
posal to take it to the PC before putting in an
network with other parish councillors and
application and would keep in touch with the
while nothing positive came out of this occa- various representatives of local landowners
sion, in the past such a meeting had lead to
and write to the King family about any plans
the new bus route from Filkins to Witney which they might be contemplating for Clarks Field.
starts on 3rd April at 9.40am from the village
bus stop (although it can be flagged down
Tree pollarding
en route, too). The Parish Council is making a
donation towards the continuation of the bus Councillor Roland White received a quote
from a qualified tree surgeon regarding reservice.
moving the trees from the cemetery and reCommunity Led Plan
planting four new trees in an arch formation
(views from the village to be canvassed first).
If you have views on new developments in
And for pollarding the willows in Hardcastle’s
the village, street lighting, the playground, our Field and taking down the tree by the war
canine friends and their deposits, the traffic – memorial which was feared to cause damwhatever your concern, joining the Communi- age to the memorial in the future, for £1500. In
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fact, the war memorial tree was found not to
be a problem. Councillor Ford is seeking another quote before the next meeting on 21st
May. Any views on the trees in the cemetery
welcomed by the PC.
Finance
The PC is in in a healthy situation having spent
£20,945 on an income of £22,143 so with a surplus of £1,704. The Village Centre spent £14,706
on an income of £19,571 so a surplus of £4,865,
though it was noted that all the budgeted refurbishment work had not yet been completed.
This fits in with the PC’s 3-year plan and puts us
in a healthy position.
Street lighting
The chair and the clerk met with SSE to discuss
new street lighting in the car park area by Bulls
Close at a cost of £1,500. Unfortunately, although there is a telegraph pole on site, a new
light cannot be put on it unless it has a light on
it already. A quote of £700 was proposed for a
light across the road leading into Hazells Lane.
Residents of Bulls Close would be approached
first as to their views on the light, though the
new lights (as per the one on the bridge leading to Broughton Poggs) are downward directional, before throwing out wider light. It was
suggested that for £1500 every household
could instead by given a decent torch. The PC
has received an offer of a donation for enhanced lighting and welcome other donors.
The Bund
Laurence King at West Oxfordshire Council has
offered to pay the PC £1,000 to cut the grass
and keep the vegetation down on and around
the bund. Once we have a written offer outlining the nature of the PC responsibility we are
inclined to accept this.
Village Centre
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es. The guttering work is complete. The PC
agreed to book a jet wash of the two drains in
the VC car park which almost flooded recently.
The roof work is about to commence, costing
£500, which is under the budget suggested last
year by the surveyor.
Swimming Pool
The PC encourages residents to use the pool
and to sign up early in the season and would
not be averse to a greater differential in the
rates between villagers and non-residents.
Website
All the policies we need in order to conform
with regulations have now been agreed and
will be uploaded to the website.
Other matters of concern to villagers
The PC is grateful to Gill Pagett for agreeing to
be the PC internal auditor and to the Traffic
Group lead by Julian Alder for their work cleaning signs and cutting back hedgerows recently.

Dog bins – it was felt we should have more and
they should be emptied more regularly. We
have two bins which have to be bought and
then cost £276 a year for emptying and
maintenance. The PC feels we are adequately
provided for as a result of our initiative three
years ago, though we may ask the contractor
to put a black bin liner inside the bin again as
long as this doesn’t transgress plastic bag policy.
Vale Wood trees are affecting one villager. The
PC agreed to get the tree surgeon to do that
work together with the rest he had quoted for.
Also to look at the wall by the gate into Vale
Wood which needs repair.
Accident on B4477 recently. The Police have
reported that this was due to negligent driving.

Cracked step on D’Arcy Dalton Way between
Plans have now been submitted to Fiona CowWell Cottage and the Woollen Weavers. This is
burn who is kindly drawing up a building spec
not the responsibility of the PC. It was suggestso the PC can obtain quotes with a view to
ed that perhaps a qualified stone expert could
starting work in September when the pool closlook at it.
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Swinford Museum Grand Opening
Sunday 5th May 2.00 - 5.00
If you haven't visited us before do
please come along. You can see
how music played an important part
in village life through the ages. Music
will be played one way or another!!!
Weather permitting we will also offer our famous cream teas al fresco
(or indoors if necessary).
Diane

VILLAGE HALL LOTTERY
Congratulations
Adele Lewis
COFFEE MORNING
Our next Coffee Morning Friday, 5th
April, 10.30 - 12 noon
Come and enjoy a really sociable
morning along with a cuppa or two
and delicious cakes
Everyone Welcome
May's Coffee Morning will be on Friday 3rd May .

YOUR COMMUNITY NEEDS YOU!
Wednesday 8th May 7.30pm
Village Hall
The Parish Council is holding a meeting on 8th May at 7.30pm at the village
hall to launch the start of the development Community Led Plan (CLP).
Community Led Planning is a step-by-step process that can empower Filkins &
Broughton Poggs to take action and make our local area a better place. CLP
can be used to address a range of different social, economic, environmental
and cultural issues - anything from organising regular litter picks, setting up a
homework club, through to addressing housing development.
Please join us to hear more about how a CLP can help our two villages. And if
you would like to get involved once you know more, we welcome that. This
project is meant to be community led so we hope that villagers from all walks
of life and stages of life will lead the way and be involved in this exciting project.
Essentially, this is your opportunity to talk about the issues that are most important to you, decide on action points to address these and then implement
them with the help of your neighbours.
Join us for a glass of wine and some creative thinking. Do email if you have any
questions: noelle.walsh@filkins.org.uk or julie.tridgell@filkins.org.uk.
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Filkins Theatre held their AGM in February
when Chair Michele Heath reported on
another successful year for the Theatre. This local group of players continues
to thrive and offer joy and pleasure in such
times and is supported by young, old and
new alike. Its members continue to provide enthusiasm and bring creativity to its
productions with particular note and
thanks being made with regard to the
production of Pride & Prejudice – Radio
Plays performed in Filkins Village Hall which
was well attended and received.

27.7.17 – Rehearsed reading on Fox Green
or the Village Hall weather dependant

The Theatre’s monthly readings continue
to be enjoyed with a variety of plays and
readings being performed for example
Habeas Corpus by Alan Bennet and this
month we are reading the latest Barbara
Browne’s radio play.

As always if anyone is interested in joining
in any of the activities they should contact
Lynne Savege savegelynne@gmail.com

10.8.19 Vignettes of The Jubilee Boy by our
own George Swinford followed by supper
at Filkins Village Hall

November 2019 – Xmas Review – date to
be advised
Michele Heather was re-appointed as
Chair with Julia Neame Vice Chair, Alan
Heather Treasurer and Lynne Savage Secretary

Thank you
Lorraine Chitty

Our forthcoming events comprise – please Publicity
watch out for further details:-
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SWINFORD MUSEUM
FILKINS

what it is all about. If you are a member of
a group we welcome visits from groups
whereby we offer a Filkins cream tea and
history tour of the village. Please telephone
The new season at the museum starts on 01367-860504 for more information and to
SUNDAY 5TH MAY at 2.00. Do please come book a date to suit you.
and see the latest exhibitions. The main We have been lucky to receive a £50
one is entitled 'Music in the community' grant from St Filica which will go towards
and has been spearheaded by Jennifer purchasing some plastic storage boxes to
Skellington. She is covering music over the help with the move of items in the store. As
years in the home, church and community. yet we still do not have a home to go to
We have some fascinating exhibits, many but there are irons in the fire so watch this
of which have not been seen before!! space!!
There is no admission to the museum and
has disabled access. If you have not visited
Diane Blackett
the museum yet do come along and see
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Filkins & Broughton Poggs
Swimming Club
The AGM will be held on 23rd April in Filkins Village Hall
at 7.30pm.
All residents are invited to join us and find out what is
happening with the pool this year. If you would like to
volunteer to help with the chemicals please contact
us at filkinspool@hotmail.com

be made very welcome. If you are interested, please talk to one of the members or
contact me on 01367 860282 or lucille68@btinternet.com.
I wonder if this glorious sunshine will continue or will we be tempted out to start jobs in
February 22nd was an important date in our gardens only to be thwarted by the rethe Gardening Club calendar. Over thirty turn of bad weather? In the meantime
members gathered in the Village Hall to
enjoy delicious refreshments before the an- Happy Gardening,
nual Planning Meeting. Last year’s activities
were then reviewed; business matters were Lucille
dealt with and finally, the most popular
part, suggestions for this year were discussed.
In this very informal Club, members are invited to look into possible activities and
then, at the Planning Meeting, explain their
ideas; the approximate cost and, if possible, the date of a visit. Twelve very interesting suggestions were made and I am now
in the process of putting these onto a form
to circulate. Members will then indicate
their interest and organisers can go ahead
with the arrangements. The information will
also be put onto the Gardening Club section of the Filkins website which can be
found in the Leisure section.
If you are an adult resident in the village
you are eligible to join the Club and would

The extraordinary Bodhi or peepa: a
fig tree sacred to the people of rural
Rajasthan and, we can attest, a welcome source of shade
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West Oxfordshire
Two Minute Takeovers
BBC Radio Oxford

nute takeover recordings
on their smartphone voice
recorder or tablet audio
recorder app, rather than
having to come into our
studios. Contributors may find it easier to
Hi, I’m contacting all the parish councils
involve another local person and record a
on the West Oxfordshire District Council
website list, to tell you about our new West chat with them about the subject, write a
script or some notes to help them rememOxfordshire Takeover programme that
goes out on Thursdays at 8pm which you ber what they want to say, or act like a
reporter and interview someone. You
might be interested in. We’re looking for
more local people to take part across the don’t have to do it in a quiet place. We
love to paint audio pictures so a little atdistrict in our programme which is aimed
mosphere and background noise is great,
at under 50 year olds with features and
music that may be of interest to that part as long as it’s not too loud. If you don’t
of our audience, but it’s open to anyone have the technology, we may be able to
to contribute something appropriate. You come and visit you instead. Unfortunately
we can’t accept features containing
can have a listen to our recent procommercial music but we can sometimes
grammes here https://www.bbc.co.uk/
programmes/p06hfhm2/episodes/player include local music.
We’d like to give local people the chance
to make their own audio report about the
place where they live or work. It could be
about a club, sport, hobby, charity or
group they are involved with, their job or a
local business, a report about an event
that’s happened or one that’s coming up,
a celebration of something or someone
where they live, a subject they are passionate about which they would like to
share with a wider audience, or anything
else you can think of that might be appropriate to talk about on the radio!

If you have an idea or would like to have
a go, or you know someone who might
like to take part, please share this email
and reply to me and we can discuss the
report you would like to make. I’d be happy to answer any questions you may have
and give you some hints and tips on how
to make a good report. I’m usually in the
office Tuesday to Fridays from 11am to
3pm on 01865 889022.

To make it easy to take part, we are suggesting people make their own two mi-

Manager.

I look forward to hearing from you soon.

P.S. I also produce or community Shout
Out appeals, where people offer help or
It’s more of a celebration of where we live ask for help from our listeners and our
rather than about something really newsy Events Guides so if you have something
or controversial which our daytime profor those features, please let me know well
grammes might tackle. It has to conform
in advance so we can try and give you
to the usual BBC rules about impartiality
some free publicity.
and decency and if a particular opinion
or view is expressed, we may have to find All the best.
another person with an alternative view to
Mark Watson,
be fair to the other side and give a balanced report for our listeners.
Broadcast Journalist, Producer & Music
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Ginger
Chocolate
Cheesecake

blitz to fine crumbs.
Tip into a bowl and
mix with the melted
butter. Pour the mixture into a lightly
greased 20cm round
cake tin with a reWith Easter on the horizon,
movable base and
this month’s recipe just had
level out with the
to include chocolate and
back of a spatula or
be totally indulgent!
large spoon. Bake for 5 minutes then set
Does anyone remember as far back as aside to cool.
Gordon Ramsey’s F Word TV Show when
he would challenge a member of the Lower the oven temperature to 170 depublic to cook the same but better dish grees C/Gas 3.
than his? Well, you will be delighted to Whisk the mascarpone and fromage frais
know that this recipe was NOT Gordon’s, together in a bowl until smooth. Add the
and it did win the day!
eggs and sugar and mix well. Melt the
Serves 6-8
Ingredients:

chocolate in a bowl set over a pan of
barely simmering water and then gently
fold into the mascarpone mixture.

150g stem ginger biscuits, broken up



Pour the filling over the biscuit base, give
50g unsalted butter, melted, plus ex- the tin a little tap to spread evenly then
bake for 50-60 minutes. The cheesecake
tra to grease
is ready when the filling is just set – it
250g mascarpone
should still have a slight wobble in the
centre.
200g fromage frais



2 large eggs





Remove from the oven and place on a
cool surface/rack.
Run a thin knife

35g caster sugar
around the edge of the tin to loosen the

150g dark chocolate with stem gin- sides of the cheesecake.
Leave the
ger, broken into pieces
cheesecake in the tin to cool, during
which time the filling will continue to set.
To Serve:
Before serving, flavour the crème fraiche
with the ginger syrup, folding it in until

2 chunks of stem ginger (buy a jar)
evenly blended. Finely slice the stem gin
1tbsp stem ginger syrup (from the jar) ger into matchsticks and add to crème
fraiche mix.
Carefully unmould the

Icing sugar to dust
cheesecake onto a plate.
Don’t be

crystallised ginger to decorate alarmed if it sinks in the middle and cracks
(optional)
on the surface.
Method
Serve cut into slices with the ginger crème
Heat the oven to 190 degrees C/Gas 5. fraiche, a scattering of crystallised ginger
Put the biscuits into a food processor and if using and dusting of icing sugar.


200g crème fraiche
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Witney Blanket
Hall: Three great events...
BILL SPECTRE: Thursday 11th APRIL, 7 for 7.30pm spookiness in The
Great Room
By popular demand, our famous neighbour, BILL SPECTRE, r etu r ns to the Gr eat Ro o m
to tell us two fabulous tales:
The Tomb of Sarah by FG Loring... "Great God" he exclaimed "The woman is alive!"
The Monkey's Paw by WW Jacobs... "Beware for what you wish... For it may come true!"

Tickets: £10, including a glass of wine on arrival. There will be an interval between tales
with paybar available.
We have yet to meet anyone who hasn't enjoyed a 'Bill Spectre evening'! See
booking details below...

A WALK with HISTORY: Saturday 20th April, 10.30am for a morning
tour around Witney... And a pie lunch!
Come an enjoy the Blanket Trail around Witney with GEOFF TOMBS.
Start at the Blanket Hall with 10.30am coffee and biscuits, and then a guided ramble around
Witney's famous Blanket Heritage and back to the Blanket Hall at 12.30 for one of Mr Pitcher's famous pies and a pudding. All welcome.
Tickets: £20, including coffee, biscuits, tour, and lunch
No one leads a tour like Geoff, no one bakes a pie like Mr Pitcher! See booking details below...

PIENIGHT: Friday 3rd MAY 'Festival of Britain' FRIDAY' (King
George VI opens exhibition in 1951)
The usual excellent evening: A wander upstairs, and round the garden (if it's warm
enough, or you're feeling brave!), and a welcome glass of prosecco... A starter, a choice of the
excellent Mr Pitcher's home-made pies with mash, pease pudding and/or vegetables, and then
a yummy pudding or cheese... All for £25 a head.
Bring yourself, your companion, your family, or mates, your fanclub or whoever...
for an Evening of Piemanship, and of cou r se ou r beer , w in e and cider will be available at the bar. You are also welcome to explore the Hall at your leisure.
BOOKING for all events: please email me NOW... Eleanor Martin,
at hall@blankethall.co.uk , or ring me on 0779 3007 856 (any time), or 01993
706408 (working hours.)
Best regards
Eleanor Martin
Witney Blanket Hall, 100 High Street, Witney, Oxfordshire OX28 6HL
Ps: Please by all means distribute the information to family, friends, and colleagues
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Day
Monday

Morning
9-12.30

Afternoon
1-5

Morning
10 - 12

Afternoon
3–5

Tuesday

8.30 -12.30

Closed

10 - 12

3–5

Wednesday

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Thursday

9-12.30

Closed

10 - 12

3–5

Friday

Closed

1.30 — 4.30

Closed

3–5

Saturday

Closed

Closed

9 - 11

3–5

Sunday

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

01367 860 620

01367 860 239
*depending on demand

Green / Recycling

Grey / Household

Doctor & Hospital Runs
This is to remind all residents of Filkins and Broughton Poggs that the
informal driving service covering
medical visits to local hospitals
and surgeries is still in being. A
small pool of volunteer drivers take
the task on. The procedure remains as before - the contact
point is Tony Woodford (860319) or,
in his absence, Hilary Ward
(860430). Volunteer drivers are
identified and details passed between the parties concerned. The

more notice the better. Individuals
using the service must be able to
walk unaided to and from the car.
Charges vary from £2.50 for a local
surgery run, to £5.00 for runs to Fairford or Witney Hospitals, to £11.00
for Oxford Hospitals (plus Parking
Charge if incurred).
Additional drivers are always welcome to join the team. If interested please contact Tony Woodford
on 860319 and he will try to answer
any questions you might have.
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